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DESIGN PROCESS DOCUMENTATION
LÃ§ [ÆÑ Ú´ ĊÃÆā éþÚË§sĊ Ě[ā ĊÚ }§ę§ÍÚé [n envelope 

for an arbitrary product. Having no particular product 
in mind led to aÖ ÆÖĊ§þ§āĊ ÆÖ ´Í[ĊĊ§ÖÆÖ» ĊÃ§ }ÆāĊÆÖsĊÆÚÖ 

i§ĊĚ§§Ö ĊÃ§ é[sÌ[»§ [Ö} ĊÃ§ éþÚ}ēsĊ ÆĊā§Í´ Å [Ö 
ÆÖsþ§[āÆÖ»ÍĜ sÚÑÑÚÖ ĊÃ§Ñ§ ÆÖ Ñ[ěÆÑ[ÍÍĜ 

}§Ñ[Ċ§þÆ[ÍÆĠ§} ´Í[Ċ é[sÌ[»§ }§āÆ»Öāî

Package-as-product decoration platform
8[Öē[þĜ đĢá×





ARTIFACT ANALYSIS AND DESIGN STATEMENT

FOUND OBJECTS

STRATEGY

The net shown here 
utilizes a standard hexagon 
and pentagon pattern for its 
main structure. 

A tabbing mechanism 
ensures that the sphere 
can be opened and closed 
multiple times, while a 
central pillar holds parts or 
favored objects.

ARTIFACT ANALYSIS

Net Mockup

People see value in objects 
differently.

An object may not be of much 
interest on its own, yet is 
evocative to someone of a 
memory or story. This, in turn, 
yields a subtle charm 
apprehensible to that individual 
alone.

However, objects of this kind have 
little “com-munication” with each 
other. They exist as iso-lated units 
in a person’s mind, distinct.

momoe~e
geoflora

ikikaza - a contraction of いきなり 
(ikinari, “suddenly”) and 飾り物 (ka-
zari-mono, “decoration”) - is a plat-
form for portable minigames 
and modular decoration. 

Box and manual for found object game

In the past, I designed a board game that uses found objects as game 
pieces. Anything can be used – from a twig on the ground to an 
important piece of jewelry. 

The greatest fun in the game is seeing what objects other people gravitate 
towards and what they see in them.

I began considering an “agnostic” pack-age that can bring 
together objects in a similar way: a generic board game 
map, or a platform for trinkets – a  “DIY Kit” for still lifes 
and interactivity.

momoe~e folds into a sphere, acting as 
both product and package. The 
subname “geoflora” evokes a 
sculpture garden: a confluence of the 
organic and inorganic.

Slots in the tiles offer options for 
placing objects - business cards, pens, 
coins, lowers, etc. The individual tiles 
provide each piece its own dais.

A central pillar holds parts or favored 
objects,  and provides stability when 
closed.

Concept Sketch

Left: Italian Striped Marble Balls, Pinus Taeda Pinecone, 
Grapette Soda Bottle Cap.

Above: Jade Lingam, 
Statuette of A Hunchbacked Beggar, Dahlia Blossom

DESIGN STATEMENT



DESIGN IDEATION AND 
HAND MODELING

Hand modeling proved to be impractical.

TIMELINE

LÃ§ ´ÆþāĊ ĊĚÚ éþÚĊÚĊĜé§ā ´Úsēā§} ÚÖ 
sÚÖ´ÆþÑÆÖ» ĊÃ§ ęÆ[iÆÍÆĊĜ Ú´ ĊÃ§ āÃ[é§ 
[Ö} āĊþēsĊēþ§î

LÃÆā Ě[ā ´ÚÍÍÚĚ§} iĜ [Ö §ěéÍÚþ[ĊÆÚÖ Ú´ 
éþ[sĊÆs[Í sÚÖāÆ}§þ[ĊÆÚÖāy ÃÚĚ ĊÚ 
ÆÖsÍē}§ ÑÚþ§ ´§[Ċēþ§āô 2ÚĚ ĊÚ Ñ[Ì§ 
ÆĊ Úé§Ö [Ö} sÍÚā§ô

CHALLENGES

LÃ§ Ñ[ÆÖ Æāāē§ Ě[ā āĊþÆÌÆÖ» [ 
i[Í[Ös§ i§ĊĚ§§Ö §ÖāēþÆÖ» §ÖÚē»Ã 
āĊÆ´´Ö§āā ĊÚ i§ āĊþēsĊēþ[ÍÍĜ āÚēÖ} 
[Ö} Ñ[ÆÖĊ[ÆÖÆÖ» §ÖÚē»Ã ´Í§ěÆiÆÍÆĊĜ ĊÚ 
i§ §[āÆÍĜ éēĊ ĊÚ»§ĊÃ§þ Ĝ§Ċ [iÍ§ ĊÚ Í[Ĝ 
ÚēĊ ´Í[Ċ [»[ÆÖ ÚÖs§ ēÖ´ÚÍ}§}î

TÃÆÍ§ »Íē§ Ě[ā ēā§} Ã§[ęÆÍĜ ÆÖ ĊÃ§ ÆÖÆĊÆ[Í 
éþÚĊÚĊĜé§āz ´ÚÍÍÚĚÆÖ» Æ}§[ĊÆÚÖ 
āÚē»ÃĊ »Íē§Å´þ§§ āÚÍēĊÆÚÖāî 



LÃÆā ę§þāÆÚÖ Æā sÍÚā§þ ĊÚ [ ĚÚþÌÆÖ» éþÚĊÚĊĜé§ ĊÃ[Ö [ ´ÆÖ[Í }§āÆ»Öz [ā ÑēsÃ 
ÆÑéþÚę§Ñ§ÖĊ þ§Ñ[ÆÖā éÚāāÆiÍ§î

AESTHETICS
LÃ§ }§āÆ»Ö Æā [ ´ÚþÑ[Í āēss§āāî 3Ċ Æā sÍÚā§ ĊÚ ĊÃ§ ÚþÆ»ÆÖ[Í ęÆāÆÚÖĄ ĊÃ§ 
}§Ċ[ÆÍ ´þÚÑ Ċ§sÃÖÆs[Í [āé§sĊā Ú´ ĊÃ§ }§āÆ»Ö éþÚęÆ}§ ęÆāē[Í ÆÖĊ§þ§āĊ ĊÃ[Ċ 
ÆÖ āÚÑ§ þ§āé§sĊā Ñ[Ì§ ÆĊ āēé§þÆÚþî

<ÆÖÚþ §þþÚþā āēsÃ [ā i[} Í[ā§þ ā§ĊĊÆÖ»ā ĊÃ[Ċ Í§} ĊÚ āsÚþsÃÆÖ» Ñ[Ì§ 
ĊÃ§ éÃĜāÆs[Í ÑÚ}§Í ÍÚÚÌ [ iÆĊ ēÖéÚÍÆāÃ§}î LÃ§ ĚÃÆĊ§ Æā [ÍāÚ 
Úę§þĚÃ§ÍÑÆÖ»Ą ÑÚþ§ iÍ[sÌ Úþ Ö[Ċēþ[Í sÚþÌ ĚÚēÍ} i§ i§ĊĊ§þî 

INTEGRITY
LÃ§ ÑÚ}§Í Æā ´þ[»ÆÍ§î LÃ§ }§āÆ»Ö Æā ÆÖ }Æþ§ Ö§§} Ú´ āĊþ§Ö»ĊÃ§ÖÆÖ» āÚ ĊÃ[Ċ ÆĊ 
s[Ö ĚÚþÌ [ā [ āĊ[Ö}[ÍÚÖ§ é[sÌ[»§î

LÃ§ ĚÃÆĊ§ Ċ[iā Ě§þ§ ĊÚ āÍÆ}§ ÆÖĊÚ ĊÃ§ ÆÖ}§ÖĊā [Ċ ĊÃ§ ā[Ñ§ Í[Ĝ§þ Í§ę§Íz iēĊ 
ĊÃ§þ§ Ě[ā ÆÖāē´´ÆsÆ§ÖĊ ĊÆÑ§ ĊÚ }§āÆ»Ö ĊÃ§ øÍ[ĊsÃù Å āÚ Úé§Ö ĊÆÍ§ āÍÚĊā Ě§þ§ 
ēā§} [ā [ ā§þ§Ö}ÆéÆĊÚēā āÚÍēĊÆÚÖî

SUSTAINABILITY
Despite the purported reduction in waste by combining package and 
product, the net shape yields significant unusable material. Future 
iterations must address this issue.

BUILD ANALYSIS

OQNSNSXOD 19 @M@KXRHR

ikikaza
geoflora

AutoCAD Nets (not to scale) 

Physical Model

DESIGN
This approach has the 
potential for total 
gluelessness, although glue 
was used for this iteration. 
Perfection of the small “fences” 
will allow them to be used like nails. The 
result should be stronger than glue, as well as 
more elegant.

COMPLETENESS
In the interest of saving time 
and material, not all tiles and 

fences were printed. 



momoe~e

CORKMAT BOARD SHEET

MATERIALS

0.125” cork sheet
0.0625” black mat board
0.03125” poster sheet

DIMENSIONS

OUTER HEX: 1” edge
OUTER PENT: 1” edge
SOLID: ~3” radius

REMARKS
LÃ§ éþ§ā§Ös§ Ú´ ĊÃÆā ÆĊ§þ[ĊÆÚÖ Æā ÑēsÃ āĊþÚÖ»§þ ĊÃ[Ö ĊÃ§ éþÆÚþ 

ÚÖ§î 2ÚĚ§ę§þz ĊÃ§ ā§sÚÖ} sÚþÌ Í[Ĝ§þ Æā [ iÆĊ þ§}ēÖ}[ÖĊ [Ö} ĊÃ§ 
sÚÖÖ§sĊÆÚÖā Ö§§} þ§´ÆÖÆÖ»î LĚÚ éÚāāÆiÆÍÆĊÆ§ā [þ§ ÍÆęÆÖ» ÃÆÖ»§ Ñ[Ċ 
iÚ[þ} Ċ[iā Úþ [ Ñ[Ċ iÚ[þ} §Í[āĊÆs sÍÆé Ñ§sÃ[ÖÆāÑz iÚĊÃ Ú´ ĚÃÆsÃ 

sÚēÍ} i§ þ§éÍ[s§[iÍ§ ÆÖ ĊÃ§ ā[Ñ§ Ě[Ĝ [ā ĊÃ§ sēþþ§ÖĊ éÚāĊ§þ 
iÚ[þ} Ċ[iāî  

?ĊÃ§þ [ééþÚ[sÃ§ā ÆÖsÍē}§ 1§sÌÅāÌÆÖ Ċ[iā ÚÖ ĊÃ§ §ěĊ§þÆÚþ Úþ 
Ñ[»Ö§ĊÆs āĊþÆéā [ÍÚÖ» ËēÖsĊÆÚÖāî LÃ§ Í[ĊĊ§þ Æā é[þĊÆsēÍ[þÍĜ 

[éé§[ÍÆÖ» ´Úþ ÆĊā ēā§ āÆÑéÍÆsÆĊĜz iēĊ iÚĊÃ ´þēāĊþ[Ċ§ ĊÃ§ éēāÃ ĊÚ 
ēā§ §ÆĊÃ§þ āēāĊ[ÆÖ[iÍ§ ësÚþÌì Úþ §[āÆÍĜ þ§sĜsÍ[iÍ§ ës[þ}iÚ[þ}ć

é[é§þì Ñ[Ċ§þÆ[Íāî 

GAME TILE DESIGNS

cloud volcano forest

vista lake cave

STRUCTURE
LÃÆā ę§þāÆÚÖ ¯ ĚÃÆÍ§ Í§āā ´þ[»ÆÍ§ }ē§ ĊÚ ĊÃ§ sÚþÌ [Ö} ÑÚþ§ 
þ§é[Æþ[iÍ§ ĊÃ[ÖÌā ĊÚ ĊÃ§ þ§éÍ[s§[iÆÍÆĊĜ Ú´ ĊÃ§ sÚÖÖ§sĊÆÚÖ 
Ċ[iā ¯ Í[sÌā ĊÃ§ §ěé§sĊ§} þÆ»Æ}ÆĊĜî 3Ċ }Ú§ā ÖÚĊ ā§§Ñ ĊÃ[Ċ é[Å
é§þ Ċ[iā [þ§ sufficient ĊÚ ā§sēþ§ ĊÃ§ āÃ[é§ ĊÆ»ÃĊÍĜz Í§[}ÆÖ» 
ĊÚ »[éāî LÃ§ øāóēÆāÃÆÖ§āāù Ñ[Ĝ i§ [Ö [āā§Ċz ÃÚĚ§ę§þ ¯ ĊÃ§ 

āÚÍÆ} Æā Í§āā ÍÆÌ§ÍĜ ĊÚ §ěé§þÆ§Ös§ 
āÚÑ§ ÌÆÖ} Ú´ sþÆĊÆs[Í Ċ§[þî  

DESIGN
&Ú[þ} »[Ñ§ þēÍ§ā Ã[ę§ i§§Ö Ñ[}§ [Ö} Ċ§āĊÆÖ» Æā ēÖ}§þĚ[Ĝî 

LÃ§ s§ÖĊþ[Í ĊÆÍ§ÅÃÚÍ}ÆÖ» éÆÍÍ[þ þ§Ñ[ÆÖā ´Úþ ´[iþÆs[ĊÆÚÖî 
LÃ§ āÍÚĊÅāÃ[é§} éÆ§s§ā ÆÖ ĊÃ§ Ñ[Ċ iÚ[þ} ā§sĊÆÚÖ [þ§ [ 

sÚÖÖ§sĊÆÚÖ Ñ§sÃ[ÖÆāÑ ´Úþ ĊÃ§ ÚēĊāÆ}§ 
ĊÃ[Ċ }Æ} ÖÚĊ éþÚę§ Ö§s§āā[þĜî

PROCESS
LÃÆā ę§þāÆÚÖ ēā§ā ĊĚÚ Í[Ĝ§þā Ú´ sÚþÌ ĊÚ 
éþÚęÆ}§ ÚēĊ§þ éþÚĊ§sĊÆÚÖ [Ö} [}}ÆĊÆÚÖ[Í 
Ã§´Ċî LÃ§ ÆÖÖ§þ sÚþÌ ĊÆÍ§ā Ě§þ§ þ[āĊ§þ§} 
ĊÚ éþÚęÆ}§ [ ø»þÚÚę§ù ´Úþ ĊÃ§ sÚÖÖ§sÅ
ĊÆÚÖ Ċ[iāz ĚÃÆsÃ [þ§ ÖÚĚ ÆÖ}ÆęÆ}ē[Í [Ö} 
þ§éÍ[s§[iÍ§î <[Ċ iÚ[þ} øÖ[ÆÍāù sÚÖÖ§sĊ 
ĊÃ§ Í[Ĝ§þā ĚÆĊÃ [ ´þÆsĊÆÚÖ ´ÆĊî

LÃ§ »þÚÚę§ ÚÖ ÚÖ§ āÆ}§ Ú´ ĊÃ§ Ċ[i Æā 
Í[þ»§þ ĊÚ [ÍÍÚĚ éÆ§s§ā ĊÚ i§ éēāÃ§} 
ĊÚ»§ĊÃ§þ ĚÃ§Ö ´ÚÍ}ÆÖ» ēé ÆÖĊÚ ĊÃ§ 
āÚÍÆ} āÃ[é§î LÃÆā [ÍÍÚĚā ĊÃ§ i§Ö} ĊÚ 
i§ ÚÖ ĊÃ§ Ñ[Ċ§þÆ[Í ¯ ÖÚĊ ĊÃ§ Ċ[iî

EFFECT
LÃ§ sÚþÌ ÚiË§sĊ ĊÆÍ§ā Ã[ę§ [ ÑÚþ§ éÍ§[ā[ÖĊ Ċ[sĊÆÍ§ ā§Öā[ĊÆÚÖ 
[Ö} [þ§ §[āÆ§þ ĊÚ éÍ[s§ [Ö} þ§ÑÚę§ ĊÃ[Ö ĊÃ§ éþÆÚþ Í[Ĝ§þā Ú´ 
Ñ[Ċ iÚ[þ}î ǀ}}ÆĊÆÚÖ[Í iÚĊĊÚÑ Í[Ĝ§þā §Í§ę[Ċ§ā ĊÃ§ ĊÆÍ§ā Ú´´ 
ĊÃ§ āēþ´[s§ ´Úþ ÑÚþ§ Ú´ [ ø}[Æāù §´´§sĊî イ

キ
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geoflora



ikikaza
PROTOTYPE 3: STRUCTURE

MATERIALS

0.0625” black mat board

DIMENSIONS

OUTER HEX: 1” edge
OUTER PENT: 1” edge
SOLID: ~2.5” radius

REMARKS
The two goals for this variant were to make the entire 
product 100% recyclable with no processing necessary 
on the part of the end user and to devise a more 
secure tabbing mechanism for constructing the sphere.

Due to the amount of dye used to make the black mat 
board, it may not be the most eco-friendly approach. 
Natural .0625” cardboard is a viable alternative.

The hinging latch mechanism works well to keep the 
sphere secure, but it can be a bit confusing to unlock it 
once assembled. An advantage of the prior iteration 
was that the sphere could essentially be pulled apart.

The space between the two layers and the flexibility 
of the hinges create a flimsy feeling. The nails have a 
tendency to slide out when assembled. Cardboard 
scraps from production could be used to make a simple 
glue to hold certain nails.

While not fully recyclable, the cork tiles from the 
previous iteration are compatible with this version, so 
this design could be “upgraded” with the cork for a 
deluxe edition.

STRUCTURE
Some adjustments need to be made in order to fully realize 
this design. The interior tiles are a bit too large and the 
latches are a bit too long. Both of these issues prevent flush 

connections between the outside tiles - an easy fix.

Assembly is even more time-consuming than the previous 
version. Short of creating a novel production 

process, the design would likely need an
overhaul for mass manufacture. 

DESIGN

Much of the design remains the same. The latches are of a 
similar shape to the previous connections; “permanent” 
connections between always connected tiles have been 
simplified and made smaller.. However, like the last version, all 
connecting elements are re-placeable.

PROCESS
This version uses two layers of mat 
board separated by spacers to create 
a .125” cav-ity between the inner and 
outer shell. This cavity provides a space 
through which mat board latches cut with 
a living hinge can pass. 

Once reaching the aperture on the 
outer tiles, the latches spring back to catch 
on the edge of the tile. From the outside, 
they can be pressed to enable them to 
slide back out under the outer tile 
perimeter.

EFFECT
The open space and layers 
create a sense of discrete 
“islands” between each tile. 
The black on the inside might 
be better replaced with an 
off-white board or the tile on 
the outside with natural card-
board to break up the black, 
as it currently has too much 
of a “technical” feel. イ
キ
カ
ザ



ikikaza
PROTOTYPE 3: USE

MATERIALS

0.0625” mat board, 
various colors

DIMENSIONS

OUTER HEX: .75” edge
OUTER PENT: .7” edge
PIECE HEIGHT: .75”

VERSATILITY
Like prior iterations, the open ikikaza net can be 
used for decoration by placing tiles with various 
shapes into the spaces provided. It can also be hung 
up flat on the wall as a decoration in itself. 

Different versions might be suited to different uses. 

One version might have an empty space on both lay-
ers, so that when the net is folded into a sphere, it can 
be attached to a lightbulb to act as a lamp. 

Another version might make use of the cavity between 
the two layers, to allow for planting small plants.

イ
キ
カ
ザ

cloud

volcano

forest

vista

lake

cave

abyss
Ends Move phase (no ability).

Use the ability of any land tile.

Trade in any number of tiles. 

Draw a land tile of any type.

Move one space.

Place or remove a tile.

Place a tile from your stock. 

gate
Move to space with gate of same 
shape (if present).

AFFINITY (OPTIONAL)

TURN SEQUENCE
LAND: Use the land ability of the tile you are on.
PLACE: Place one of your land tiles on a space.
MOVE: Move 0+ spaces until the level or type changes.
DRAW: Take a tile from the main stock.

VICTORY: Collect all five rings and reach the center space.

LAND TILES

mahabhuta player reference

If on an Abyss, place a land tile of any type 
on any Abyss. This can be from your stock 
or the main stock.

form

SAME LEVEL SAME TYPE

GAME
Mahabhuta is a Sanskrit word referring to the 5 elements of fire, 
water, wind, earth, and void or ether. The same word has been trans-
mitted to Japan via Buddhism as godai. 

Players seek to acquire one each of five rings located at the far end 
of each of the 5 arms of the ikikaza net. As they do so, they place 
tiles that represent different types of land that each have their own 
powers that players can draw upon.

Because the game board is blank, players can create their own tiles 
and invent their own games that take advantage of the uncommon 
board structure that the ikikaza net provides.

ASSEMBLY
This is the first design to actually produce and incor-
porate the central pillar. This pillar acts as an internal 
support for the sphere as well as acting as storage. 
It  is hexagonal in shape with enough space to hold 
all of the cork tiles (if used) or game tiles within. 

Extra cartridges (the smaller pillar pictured) might 
contain preferred objects or be used as additional 
space for holding accessories and tile packages. Up 
to 6 can fit onto the central pillar within the sphere.

These cartridges could be sold separately and mix-
and-matched at initial purchase so users can decide 
what functionality they want for their ikikaza.

All kits would come with spare connector pieces and 
nails for user repair.




